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Review of Gustin et al.

Several studies have investigated various
chronic pain populations for structural
brain abnormalities in gray matter (GM).
Most studies report decreases in GM volume and/or thickness in regions related to
antinociceptive, cognitive, and/or limbic
functions (May, 2011). Conversely, some
of these studies have identified GM increases in nociceptive regions (e.g., Younger
et al., 2010; Moayedi et al., 2011). Although
there is some level of convergence between
these findings, it is likely that some GM
changes are specific to particular chronic
pain populations and may be attributed to
differences in etiology and symptomology.
For instance, patients with trigeminal neuralgia (TN) report tingling and sharp shocklike symptoms in the affected region of the
face, whereas patients with temporomandibular disorder (TMD) report deep, aching
pain. Elucidating brain changes specific
to these trigeminal pain conditions may
provide insight into novel treatment approaches more specific to TN or TMD.
A recent study by Gustin et al. (2011)
compared GM abnormalities in individuals with different chronic facial pain conditions: TMD and trigeminal neuropathic
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pain (TNP), which included patients with
TN and trigeminal neuropathy (TNeu).
The authors describe that these patient
groups differ in etiology as TNP is caused
by direct nerve damage, whereas TMD is a
musculoskeletal chronic pain disorder associated with increased nociceptive input
into the brain. The authors hypothesized
that TNP, but not TMD, is associated with
reduced thalamic volume, as well as abnormal thalamic biochemistry.
A particular strength of this study is
that the authors used a combination of
structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) to examine
structure and neuronal viability in the
thalamus simultaneously. Together, this
multimodal approach provides a deeper
understanding of changes in GM volume.
Functional MRI (fMRI) was used to locate
the thalamic region of interest: the sensory
thalamic nucleus and MRS was used to
evaluate the N-acetylaspartate/creatine
ratio (NAA:Cr); a marker of cell metabolism in neurons and oligodendrocytes.
Studies in stroke, ischemia, and other
neurodegenerative processes have found
that NAA:Cr predicts disease outcome,
and may be a marker of neuronal viability
(Moffett et al., 2007). Gustin et al. found
decreased GM volume and NAA:Cr in the
thalamus of the TNP group (an effect
driven by the TNeu patients). This suggests that GM volumetric decreases are related to reduced neuronal viability. This
finding is interesting in light of recent

studies (e.g., Seminowicz et al., 2011),
which suggest that GM decreases are
sometimes reversed after the source of
pain has been resolved. Evidence from animal studies indicates that remodeling of
neuronal processes (measured by Growth
Associated Protein-43; GAP-43) may be
responsible for these MRI-detectable morphological brain changes, as higher levels of
GAP-43 correlated with larger structural
volumes (Lerch et al., 2011). However, reduced metabolism does not equate cell
death and neurons can recover. Therefore,
MRS could potentially elucidate whether
the reversal of MRI-detectable GM changes
is related to increased neural viability. Future work is required to determine the histological correlates of structural plasticity in
chronic pain and how these processes may
change once pain is resolved. It is possible
that different chronic facial pain disorders
affect neuronal viability differently because of differences in symptom etiology
(i.e., nerve trauma vs constant nociceptor
activation).
Gustin and colleagues’ study supports
their hypothesis that TMD patients have
a different pattern of GM abnormality
than TNP patients. Specifically, the TMD
group showed no structural GM change,
whereas the TNP group showed widespread decreases in GM volume in regions
involved in nociceptive processing, pain
modulation, and motor response, compared to healthy, pain-free controls. The
findings in the TMD group are puzzling,
however, because several previous studies
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identified significant GM differences in
TMD patients (Younger et al., 2010; Gerstner et al., 2011; Moayedi et al., 2011).
This discrepancy might have resulted
from differences in the type of TMD in the
populations studied. TMDs are a group of
disorders that affect the temporomandibular joint and the muscles of mastication,
with a heterogeneous population of patients. Some TMD patients have functional and idiopathic pain, whereas other
patients, specifically those who have suffered some form of trauma, show a clear
peripheral disruption (e.g., disc derangement in the TM joint). To address issues
arising from this heterogeneity, Dworkin
and LeResche (1992) established the TMDResearch diagnostic criteria. Previous studies
examining GM abnormalities in TMD have
provided inclusion and exclusion criteria for TMD patients, for example, restricting recruitment to the myofascial
TMD subtype (Younger et al., 2010; Gerstner et al., 2011), or to patients with idiopathic (non-traumatic) TMD (Moayedi
et al., 2011). In the paper by Gustin et al.,
specific diagnostic criteria to identify patients with TMD were not included.
Hence, the potential heterogeneity of
TMD patients participating in the Gustin
et al. study may account for the lack of
group differences between patients with
TMD and controls.
As previously mentioned, patients in
the TNP group were categorized as having
either TNeu or TN, based on the Liverpool criteria (Nurmikko and Eldridge,
2001). According to these criteria, TNeu is
characterized by dull or sharp enduring
pain with shooting pain superimposed,
whereas typical TN is described as sharp,
shooting pain lasting seconds to minutes.
These different symptoms may result
from unique etiologies of these facial pain
disorders: TNeu is thought to be caused
by direct trauma to the trigeminal nerve,
whereas TN is associated with neurovascular compression, tumor growth, or demyelination. More recent classification
systems have been proposed to further
distinguish between different types of facial pain. For example, TN secondary to
multiple sclerosis (MS) or tumor growth
constitutes a separate group from idiopathic TN, often the result of neurovascular compression (Eller et al., 2005). The
reason for this shift in classification is that
patient symptomology can be highly variable between patients with idiopathic TN
and patients with facial pain secondary to
MS or tumor growth. Gustin et al. did
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not provide information regarding the
etiology of patient pain for either TNP
subgroup. Future studies may consider
incorporating the new facial pain classification systems into screening to better
characterize group patients according to
etiology and symptomology.
Although Gustin et al. used a multimodal approach to test their hypotheses,
there are some design considerations that
should be taken into account in future
studies. For example, to better localize the
ventral posteromedial nucleus of the thalamus (involved in sensory processing of
the face), this study used a functional
localizer, which consisted of innocuous
brushing of the bottom lip on the right
side of the face. The authors determined
that this thalamic activation overlapped
with the area of GM loss in the TNP
group, driven by the TNeu subgroup. Although the authors carefully divided patients into TN and TNeu groups, they did
not control for the subjects’ pain site (left,
right, or bilateral). Becerra et al. (2006)
reported that TN patients had different
patterns of brain activation, including the
thalamus, in response to pain evoked by
innocuous brushing of the affected and
unaffected sides of the neuropathic pain.
Therefore, the functional localization technique used in the present study should be
interpreted with caution.
One of the difficulties of studying a
unilateral pain syndrome is comparing
the brains of patients with pain on different sides of the body. Gustin et al. (2011)
reflect the brain images of six TN patients
with unilateral left-sided facial pain with
respect to the X-plane. Although this step
artificially created a more homogenous
right-sided group of pain patients, it prevents interpretation with regard to the laterality of the findings. One method to
remove this potential confound in future
studies may be to include separate groups
of patients with left pain and right pain
and investigate potential lateralized GM
volume abnormalities.
In conclusion, the study by Gustin and
colleagues provides relevant insights into
GM abnormalities in chronic facial pain.
This study relates MRI-detectable GM abnormalities to a molecular marker to measure neuronal viability in chronic facial
pain patients. Additionally, the authors
report that reduced GM in the thalamus is
related to decreased neuronal viability in
TNP, but not in TMD. Nonetheless, as
highlighted in this commentary, some of
the findings may be attributable to patient

classification and to the use of methodological
approaches. Future studies should take
these considerations into account to most
accurately study GM differences in different chronic pain conditions.
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